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An employee’s ability to access data held about them is a key 
right under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Since 
the GDPR, it is easier to make a request, and employers generally 
have only one month to respond. If they fail to do so, it may trigger 
a complaint to the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and 
possible enforcement action.

We are seeing more data subject access requests (DSARs), as 
employees use them to support a grievance, in response to a 
disciplinary or performance improvement process, or to support 
a tribunal claim. The time and cost of dealing with a DSAR 
can be considerable, but with the ICO’s significantly expanded 
enforcement powers, the consequence of non-compliance is  
far greater.

Did You Know?
• Any employee request for their personal data qualifies as a 

DSAR. It can be verbal or in writing and does not even need to 
mention “subject access request” or “GDPR”. 

• The data could include emails, documents, CCTV footage, 
recordings of calls, occupational health records and so on.

• A DSAR can lead to thousands of emails and records that must 
be reviewed to assess whether they are disclosable. Handling 
a DSAR efficiently requires specialist software, which is a 
significant cost. 

• In many cases, you will need to redact data that is subject to 
legal privilege or relates to a third party.

Employee DSARs: The Benefits of Specialist Support
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We advised a client who received an email from an employee, 
Tom Chester*, requesting all of his personal data. Tom insisted 
that the search was against his first name, surname and 
initials, and the search covered the period since he commenced 
employment four years ago. 

Avoiding a DSARster
The starting point was to run an initial automated search using 
the parameters Tom asked for. This search returned more than 
105,000 email/document “hits”.

We contacted Tom to ask for more focussed search parameters in 
accordance with the GDPR recitals and ICO guidance.   

Tom confirmed that the search related to his recent disciplinary 
warning about bullying and the search parameters could be limited to 
all emails over the previous 12 months that he had not already seen 
and his first name, surname and initials.   

However, this returned 40,000 hits, which was still 
disproportionately high. 

We agreed with Tom that we would adjust the parameters to 
remove his surname. This reduced the results to 20,000 hits, 
which was still high for what we considered a proportionate or 
reasonable search.

We then put in place keyword filters to focus the search and 
narrow down the emails/documents to those which contained the 
personal data he was seeking. This reduced the number of hits to 
3,100. We started our review process. 

DSAReview and Legal Expertise
We reviewed the 3,100 hits to filter out any documents that did 
not contain Tom’s personal data. This was carried out using our 
specialist IT platform and our specialist DSAR team. We reviewed 
the remaining documents and provided our expertise on issues 
such as:

• The need to redact third-party personal data, in order to avoid 
adversely affecting their rights

• Where correspondence would potentially attract legal 
professional privilege 

• Red-flagging emails that damaged the client’s prospects at an 
employment tribunal

*Not his real name

A Common Problem
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Technology

We use technology to aid our searches and have invested in 
a specialist IT platform to facilitate the review process.

 Value

We utilise a low cost base for the high volume sift of 
documents, which enables us to pass on the cost savings 
to you. 

DSAResolution

Our combined team of employment 
and data privacy lawyers specialising in 
DSARs is uniquely positioned to not only 
assist with the document review stage, 
but also help cut through the complexity 
and volume of work associated with 
DSARs and assist you to navigate potential 
problem areas.

Our dedicated team consisting of employment and data protection 
lawyers handles DSARs on a regular basis.

We are experts at focussing the search parameters quickly and 
cost-effectively in the employment context, whilst maintaining 
stringent standards and robust compliance with data protection 
laws. We are up to speed on relevant guidance and DSAR 
exceptions provided for in the Data Protection Act 2018.

DSAResolution will help you reduce the time and expense of 
processing a DSAR. We will work with you at the front end 
to simplify your search, and at the back end, we will support 
you with specialist legal expertise to help you evaluate what 
information to disclose, redact or withhold.

Time

Our experienced DSAR document review specialists will 
work with you and the employee who made the DSAR to 
refine the search parameters to a manageable level, saving 
you valuable time. 

Expertise

Our team of experts specialise in GDPR and employment 
law and can identify any red flag issues that may be of 
concern to a connected litigation, HR or data protection 
matter before the ICO.
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Effective Methods, Proven Solutions

As soon as a DSAR is received, we will assess and, where appropriate, refine the scope of the search. We will support dialogue with the 
person making the DSAR and carry out the review.  

We will ensure that you comply with your obligations in relation to the DSAR and assess all relevant exceptions. We will also advise you 
on how to evaluate whether the rights of third parties require the redaction of information pertaining to them.

Efficiencies achieved  
here enable 

considerable cost 
savings to be passed 

on to you

Advise on legal position, 
approach and parameters

Acknowledgment and 
scoping letters sent  

on your behalf

Letters issued with  
results of search

Deployment of specialist skilled, 
low-cost resources within  each sift

Compliance with data protection 
requirements of third parties

Formalise search 
parameters

Quality control review
Specialist IT hosting and 

search of data and   
technical assistance

Multistage sift: tagging 
relevance, redacting data, 

identifying privileged 
documents, reviews of each sift

Advise on risk data

DSAR received
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Every DSAR is different and can range from the straightforward to the lengthy and complex. 
Our experience with hundreds of DSARs means we can deal with the legal review process 
effectively and efficiently. With DSAResolution, you can benefit from:

• Economies achieved from utilising existing specialist technology   

• Legal expertise from our employment and data protection experts 

• Red flagging of documents

• Redactions and privilege review  

• A highly cost-effective service

Cost Transparency
Each employee DSAR is distinct and brings with it different circumstances and issues. 
We would discuss these fully with you to gain an understanding of the context and 
sensitivities involved. Based on this, we will agree a fixed fee that reflects the likely 
output from the DSAR, is competitive and provides certainty of cost.

Please contact Matthew Lewis, Andrew Peters or Fran Fellowes to find out more about 
DSAResolution and its competitive and transparent fixed-price structure*.

Clients appreciate the firm’s ability to “provide top-quality 
service in a cost-efficient way.”
Chambers 2018

Matthew Lewis is highly valued for his “practical and 
pragmatic advice.” 
The Legal 500 2017

*Available for UK employee DSARs only, based on specified parameters

Contacts

Matthew Lewis
Partner, Leeds
T +44 113 284 7525
E matthew.lewis@squirepb.com 

Andrew Peters
Senior Associate, London
T +44 20 7655 1167
E andrew.peters@squirepb.com 

Francesca Fellowes
Director, Leeds
T +44 113 284 7459
E francesca.fellowes@squirepb.com

The Benefits of DSAResolution
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